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Abstract
Hall mobilities of an n-type (GN l) and a p-type (GP 2) germanium single crystal were measured at a
microwave frequency of 9 Gc/ sec from 80 °K to 300 °K. A bimodal rectangular cavity designed by Nishina
was used in the present investigation. The microwave circuit was nearly the same as that described by Nishina
except that the microwave signal was modulated by 1000 cycle per second square-wave signal. The microwave
mobilities measured (with sample size correction factor of 0. 423 for n-type and 0. 687 for p-type germanium)
were compared with the corresponding d. c. Hall mobilities. For n-type germanium, the discrepancy between
the d. c. and microwave mobilities was believed to be predominatly due to the E: -1/2 dependence of the
relaxation time (acoustical mode scattering). For p-type germanium, a large deviation occurred at low
temperatures and was in agreement with the results obtained by Hambleton et al. and by Watanabe. This result
might be explained qualitatively as a combined effect of lattice and impurity scattering, particularly the effect
of impurity scattering on the light mass holes.
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MICROWAVE MOBILITIES OF HOLES 
-·-IN P-TYPE GERMANIUM··· 
Bou-Loong Ho and G. C. Danielson 
ABSTRACT 
Hall mobilities of ann-type (GN l) and a p-type (GP 2) germanium 
single crystal were measured at a microwave frequency of 9 Gc/ sec 
from 80 °K to 300 °K. A bimodal rectangular cavity designed by Nishina 
was used in the present investigation. The microwave circuit was near-
ly the same as that described by Nishina except that the microwave 
signal was modulated by 1000 cycle per second square-wave signal. The 
microwave mobilities measured (with sample size correction factor of 
0. 423 for n-type and 0. 687 for p-type germanium) were compared with 
the corresponding d. c. Hall mobilities. For n-type germanium, the 
discrepancy between the d. c. and microwave mobilities was believed to 
be predominatly due to the E: -1 I 2 dependence of the relaxation time 
(acoustical mode scattering). For p-type germanium, a large devia-
tion occurred at low temperatures and was in agreement with the results 
obtained by Hambleton et al. and by Watanabe. This result might be ex-
plained qualitatively as a combined effect of lattice and impurity scatter-
ing, particularly the effect of impurity scattering on the light mass 
holes. 
~:: 
This work is based on an M.S. thesis submitted by Bou-Loong Ho to 
Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, August, 1964. 
1 
I. INTRODUcnON 
A. Problem 
Exiating information on acatterlng mechmi8111 in p-type germanium 
is wry incomplete. The moet extensiw work in thia field has been the 
meuurement of the mobility temperature dependence in the temperature 
interval 100 to 300~ by aewral inftatigaton (1, 2), who haw reported 
an e111pirical nlationahip u-T-2• 3 in the temperatum range 120 to 300~. 
-1 5 The deviation from T • dependence indicates that a simple acouatical 
mode acattering mechmiam 11 inadequate to deacrlbe the mobility. Although 
the atrong magnetic field dependence of the Hall mobility and the 
magnetoreaiatance have alao been studied intenaively (3, 4, S, 6), these 
atudiea have not contributed very much to our underatmding of the . 
scattering mechanilu. 
Theoretical eona:l.derationa have shown that &y frequency dependence 
of the Hall mobility 11 closely related to the energy dependence of the 
mlaxation time. In principle, meaaurement of the high frequency Hall 
effect can determine the relaxation time directly and thua contribute to 
-2.3 
our undentading of the T dependence of the mobility in p-type 
germanium. In practice, experimental &d theoretical difficultiea haw 
not allowed nlazat:I.OD timet to be obtaiud in thia Vfl1• 
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B. Literature Review 
Since Cooke (7) obaened the Hall effect in some matala at microwave 
frequencies • several investigators have tried to study thil effect in 
aemiconduct::on by different techniques. Some mathods have used a 
cylindrical wavepida (8); other methods have uaed a rectangular cavity 
(9). 'l'haae inveatiaationa c& only be considered as preliminary. however, 
becauae they laCked a good theoretical analysis of the apparatus used for 
measurement. Aa a result a uaeful formula for analyzina the results 
could not be obtained. In addition. these experimants were carried out 
only at room teq)erature. 
Hambleton and Gl"rtner (10) were the first investigators to extend 
the 11111uuremanta to low te..,eraturea. They used a croased waveguide 
method md reported the difference between the d. c. and microwave Hall 
mobility in germanium below tso•K. From an experimental point of view, 
however, the cavity Dthod has advantages over the waveguide method 
becauae the former ia much easier for low temperature operation. 
Watmabe (11) and Liu• Niahina. and Good (12) derived the Hall power 
relationship through the malysia of microwave fielda in a cavity and its 
analogy to an equivalent circuit with suitable circuit parameterso 
Nilhina md Dmiellon (13) obtained the Hall mobility for n-type germanium 
at 9 Gc over the teq)erature rmga of 30 to 300°K by using a bimodal 
rectmaular cavity. The results were malyzed with the formula deri-ved 
by Liu .11.11 (U). 'l'bay fOUDd that the Hall IIObility at microwave 
3 
frequencies (with sample size correction) agreed with the d.c. Hall 
mobility over the whole temperature range they studied. Niahina (14) 
also made some preliminary measurements on p-type germanium. He 
reported that the d.c. and microwave Hall mobility coincided only at 
low temperatures. Watanabe ( lS) used a double mode cylindrical cavity 
to maasure the microwave Hall mobility at 24 Gc between room temperature 
and 100-.c. Be found a deviation between the microwave md d.c. Ball 
mobilitiea for both n-type and p-type germanium at law temperature• • but 
the diacrepancy in tha p-type a.apla wu larger thm that in the n-type 
a.apla. 
c. Purpoae of Thia Inveatigation 
In the preaent inwatigation m effort hu been made to find out: 
(1) if tba deviat1011 between the d. c. md the microwave Ball 
mobilities for the p-type and n-type germanium really exiata; 
(2) the reason for the discrepmcy between Niabina'• md Watmme'• 
work OD p-type geraanium. cd 
(3) tba •ch.U.•• reapODa:l.bla for my obaenad difference• between 
d. c. ad IIi crow an Ball .obilitiea in pramiwa. 
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II. THEORY . 
A. Conductivity Tensor and the Hall MObility in Oscillating Fields 
Since the experimental conditione require only a cla88ical theoretical 
treatment• the phyaical implication of the Hall mobility in semiconductors 
at high frequenciea can be clarified by calculation of the conduction 
current from tba Boltzmmn transport equation: 
6f ( - -- - J 1 "'""' f - -"' L ( lf 1 n' + e E + V X B • t 'Vk + V • V r J • 'rf C (2.1) 
where f • the diatribution function of the carriere • 
.... 
E • applied electric field• 
't • applied atatic magnetic field• 
[*]c • the rate of change of J due to the acattering of the carriere. 
The general procedure for determinina the diatribution function to a 
firat-order approximation ia to expand f about ita equilibrium distribution 
f. u follow• 
f t. - ~ lf = • - v • 'f 1't . (2.2) 
The terms of higher order in V are neglected. The problem ia greatly 
ai~lified when a relaxation time can be intmduced auch that 
(2.3) 
A ralaxatiOD tima can be uaed if the energy emitted ad abaomed by a 
charge carrier at collie ion ia amall co~ared vS.tb ita initial energy (16). 
5 
It appears quite justifiable to use a relaxation time for germanium and 
silicon, except perhaps at very low temperatures. 
~f For a steady state, the term at ia zero. If the external field 
changes in a time c~arable to the relaxation time, it ia then no 
longer in a ateady atate, In the cue of a ainuaoidal external field, 
the deviatiOD in t from ita equilibriua state f • 11111t chase in the 
... manner. Thus we have 
-* . jr.> ( f ... f.) • (2.4) 
where. W ia .the mgular fnquency .of tha applied fields. Bquatlon 2.1 em 
tberefon be written u 
e [ E + V X B) • * Vk f + V, V r T • - (jW+ t> ( t - f e) (2.5) 
When tha energy of the charge carriers ia a quadratic function of 
wave number it is possible to obtain an exact solution of equation 2,5 and 
-to determine the distribution function in terms of '41 for small fields • 
...... 
The exprelllOD for "'J • when "'( is a function of ener11 only, la given in 
a review article by Fao. (17), ao.d may be written 1D tba fora 
· •~ e ~2 
.... r(; - iii* 1 xi' + (i*J 8 c"B.P> ¢ • 2 
1 + (e "C B~ ,., 
(2.6) 
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with 
~ • Fermi Energy • 
m* • effective mass of carrier. (2. 7) 
for an isothermal case. If the relaxation time 11 taken as a function of 
energy only. it is implied that the relaxation time ia isotropic on a 
aurface of constant energy. If the energy surface• have spherical symmetry • 
then "C is a function only of 1~1 • 
With the approximation given by equation 2.2. the current density due 
to the charge carriers can be written in terms of ~ as followa: 
(2.8) 
Watanabe (11) solved the problem for semiconductor• under the 
a18ump tiona a 
(1) the energy surfaces are spherical, 
(2) the term V • V rfmay be neglected• and 
(3) the effect of polarization can be taken into account by an effective 
field in the sample 
-
• E -
.i (2.9) 
where 
..... 
E • applied field (2.10) 
7 
L 
1 + L ( E- - E: .) 
L • depolarization coefficient 
1 · • current den1ity in the a~mple. 
Thus, if a static magnetic field ia applied in the z direction, the 
conductivity matrix will be 
where 
( ~X)•(_~. e-, )(EiX) t 
# ~ o-. Ei y y 
ie2 P 
'II. ( 1 + 2 2 
"'' p .. Q 
p - 1 - JA L :::1. < (1 W'(+ 1) "( > 
1 m* (jwt'+ 1)2 + (u.> 't")2 i 
w. 
c 
eB 
-m* 
i c 
n1 • dend.ty of the ith carrier 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
(2.18) 
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Equation (2.13) and (2.14) correspond to the conductivity tensor elements 
derived by Nilhina (14) from the classical equation of motion 
dV v ( _.. - .... ) Mdt+ mt•e E+VxB 
and the phenomenological conductivity tensor. 
From the definition of d. c. Hall mobility (14) • 
a-• 
with tha static magnetic field B applied in z direction, the atatic 
z 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
current density Jx in the x directicm. and the static electric field E1 
induced by .the Hall effect with no current in y direction. By analogy we 
em allo define the Hall mobility in a more geneJ:'al form by the relation: 
I a-: I ~) • (2.21) 
If the low field approximation il applied• terma higher than second 
order in B may be neglected. If the relaxation times are assumed to be 
the 1ame for all bands 0 we can then obtain the followina equation 
(2.22) 
t !!&. < "t 1 mf R.e jW'C+ 1 
9 
In p-type germanium, the relaxation times of the two kinds of holes 
are approximately equal as pointed out by Brooks (19). He reasoned that 
interband scattering is the principal mechanism that determines the 
mobility of the light holes, while intraband scattering is the predominant 
mechanism for the heavy holes. The scattering depends essentially on the 
density of the final states, which in either case is principally in the 
band having a large density of states. Therefore, Eq. (2.22) are directly 
applicable to p-type germanium in the extrinsic region, if the warping 
of the heavy-mass band is neglected. 
From Eq. (2.22) it cc be concluded that, if any high frequency 
effect exista in the Hall mobility, it must be caused by the coamined 
effect of the energy dependence of the relaxation time "'(and of w-r~t. If 
the nlaxatiOD tiu. 11 inapendent of ener11, no hiah fnque~ effect 
can exist even if IAJ~ > 1. 
B. Principle of Microwave Measurement 
The microwave degenerate cavity system (Fig. 1) cd the power relation-
ship for the arrangement have been studied in detail by Nishina .!.£ .!!• (13) 
and by Liu .!.£ #• (12) reapectivelyo 
M shown in Fig. 1 0 a square semiconductor a ample of the linear 
dimension L is placed at the center of the end wall of the cavity parallel 
to the xy planeo The cavity can have only the lowest two distinct modes 
of resonant oscillations at a single micmwave frequency, n-ly the m 101 
moda aDd the m011 mode. 
10 
MEASUREMENT OF HALL MOBILITY IN A 
SEMICONDUCTOR WITH MICROWAVE FIELD 
P2: MICROWAVE POWER 
DUE TO HALL EFFECT 
L~ 
SEMICONDUC10R 
SAMPLE 
/ 80 : MAGNETIC AELD 
~COUPLING IRIS 
IRI2 PI 
P1•MICROWAVE POWER 
Fig. 1. Principle of microwave Hall mobility measurement 
ll 
If the microwave power P 1 at resonant frequency is incident on 
the cavity through one branch of the waveguides (say branch I) and 
excites the TE101 mode of oscUlation in the cavity, then when a static 
magnetic field B is applied in the z direction, the Hall effect in the 
sample will excite the TE011 mode of oscillation in the cavity with 
A part of the power P 2 will be coupled out to the other 
p2 
Thus P is a function of the static magnetic field, sanple 
1 
waveguide. 
geometry, conductivity, dielectric constant, and the Hall mobility. 
Theoretical analysis -gives the relationship (12) 
f5. 
-Ji7 
I 
1 I yt +e(BU + j ( !} + 6 BU) ""'!r""'!l~+~R..,.l • l'. + G + 2 Cl( + 2J ex +,c.> (2.23) 
where P1 • microwave power incident on the cavity to excite the TE 101 mode, 
P2 • microwave power out of the TE011 mode in the cavity, 
R • reflection coefficient for the power P1 at the iris plane, 
• 
of the cavity due only to the loss in the sample, 
e'C 1 
u • ;- 1 + jW'C • mobility with the effect of mlaxation time 0 
• eNu 
N • density of carriers 0 
l • effectiw linear dimension of square 811q'le 8 
12 
)J-• permeability of the sample, 
~+ j "( • mutual admittance to represent the coupling due to the 
non-ideality of the cavity, 
B • static magnetic field, 
X • w-W• w. • 
W • microwave frequency, 
~ • resonant frequency of the TE 101 and the TE011 mode, 
Yo • characteristic admittance of the waveguide in the units of we, 
reciprocal of external Q, 
G • conductance representing the loss in the cavity wall in the 
units of ~c, reciprocal unloaded Q without sample, 
C • capacity of the resonant circuit corresponding to the TE 101 
or the TE011 mode. 
All quantities are expreued in MKS units. 
Equation 2.23 was derived with the assumptions: 
(1) There is only one kind of carrier with isotropic effective mass 
m, and relaxation time "t • 
(2) The static magnetic field is weak so that I Bul « 1. 
(3) The sample size is relatively small compared to the dimensions 
of the cavity., 
(4) The field distribution inside the sample is approximated by a 
plana wavee The microwave electric field is then uniform over 
13 
the sample surface except at the boundary to the cavity wall 
where it suddenly drops down to almost zero. 
If Eq. 2.23 is expressed in terms of the conductivity tensor of a 
sample• the result can then be extended to the cases of the uultiple 
carriers sample and to the arbitrary shape of energy surfacea of the 
carriers. The result derived by Niahina (14) for two kinda of carriers 
with isotropic maaaea in the sample is 
X 
{ -c: 
2 + t-~0 ]3/4 
(Wl],)2 -~o..;lo.--~~ (1 + 
11o 
where 
q + jq' • ( ' j e 
2 1/2 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
u20 
6lo 
Uio 
u. • 
14 
d.c. mobility for the carrier 1. 
• e2T2 
-
• d.c. mobility for the carrier 2. 
~ 
• elNlulO • d. c. 
• 8 1Nlu20 • d. c. 
'loulO + O'iou20 
Uio + f2o 
conductivity contributed by the carrier 
conductivity contributed by carrier 2. 
: d. c. mobility for the two carrier•. 
Equation 2.24 may be applied to the single carrier caae with the 
condition o-20 • o. 
(2.28) 
1. 
(2.29) 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
A. d. c. Measurement 
The d.c. conductivity and Hall coefficient measurement of n-type 
and p-type germanium were performed with a cryostat and sample holder 
similar to those used by Zrudsky (20). 
Tile samples for the d.c. measurement were cut with a diamond s• 
from the same crystals iJIIDI!diately adjacent to those parts which were 
cut for microwave measurement. The crystals were cut along their 
rectangular edges in the <. .100.>, <010), and ~001> directions. The 
dimensions of the samples were measured by a Gaertner traveling micro-
1 
scope. 
Three probes were used for these measurements. The details of 
the probe arrangement and voltage relations have been discussed by 
Heller (21). It was found after testing that the values of conductivity 
and mobility were erratic due to the high contact resistance between 
the probes and the sample. In order to reduce this contact resistance, 
the sample surface, where the probes were in contact, was covered with 
2 Zn-10 by means of an ultrasonic solder gun. To minimize the uncertainty 
in measuring the distance of the probe separation due to the pnsence 
of the soldered spot 0 the following procedure was followed. 
1 The Gaertner Scientific Corp. e Chicago, Ill. 
2 10% Zn, 90% Sn. 
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(1) Tho nahtanca of the eaq>la for aa arbitary dtatance of 
aeparatloo vaa first ... urad with a Leeds and Northrup Modal 
7553 type K•3 potentlamatar oo a 1peclal 1ample holder daatgnad 
for roo. temperature meaaurement. The dlatma of .. paratlon 
waa u:tasured with a trava Uns microscope before the 1pot1 of 
contact varo covered with Zn•lO. 
(2) The aampla with the aoldorad Z•lO apota vaa mounted on the low 
temperatura 1ampla holder and the resiativity and Hall 
coefftclent were measured. n1e reatstanc:o obtained at room 
temperature waa used to obtain tho di1taoca of separation of 
the reeiatanoo probes by a compartaoo vlth the realatanco obtained 
lra procedure 1 at thG IJSJ:IIS teraperatul'8. 
The Hall voltage and tho rea1ativ1ty drop were takea by an latearattoa 
41ptal wlt•ter. 
B. Microwave Maaauraaant 
1. MiSroll!yfl Sf!VitX .!W!, teljlperaturc. sgntrol 
The mtcrowave cavity ayatem (Ftn. 2) used la thla lnveatlgatloo ta the 
aame ay1te. •• uaed by Niahtaa (13). 
Tho temperature control system Ia 1hown la Fil• 4. A redator heater 
vaa dipped directly into the liquid nitrogen tank to evaporate tbo nttroB•a• 
The vapor preaau~ vaa controllod by the voltaga applied aero•• the 
nalator. Aa the vapor p~1aun of altroSGD lacnaacl aoa. of 
17 
the liquid nitrogen was forced to the cavity cryostat through a transfer 
tube. In this way, the cavity temperature was reduced to that of the 
liquid nitrogen. Since the level of the liquid nitrogen was below the 
end of the transfer tube 1 only nitrogen vapor was forced to the cryostat 
through the transfer tube. Thus • by controlling the vapor pressure of 
the nitrogen gas by means of a heated resistor, we were able to maintain 
the temperature of the cavity at any value from 120 to 300°K. However, 
it is difficult to reach an equilibrium temperature from 77 to 120°K. 
The temperature of the semiconductor sample mounted on the cavity 
was measured with a copper-constantan thermocouple soldered to the cavity 
block. The thermocouple voltage was measured with an integrating digital 
voltmeter. 
The temperature of the cavity was raised by reducing the nitrogen 
vapor pressure to let the cavity warm up automatically. As the tempera-
ture approached the desired value• the vapor pressure of nitrogen was 
increased gradually until equilibrium was reached. 
2. Sample preparation 
The single crystals of n-type and p-type germanium were obtained 
from Texas Instrument Co. Both types of crystal were cut to a size of 
about lODID x lODID x lDID. The square edges of the sample surface were 
oriented in the <100> and <010> directions so that the crystal could 
be placed in a position syuaetrical to both of the TE101 mode md the 
m011 mode of the microwave fielda. 
CDM SEALJ 
_._.\_TUBE FOR t£ATER AN> 
THIEJNXXltRE L£ADS 
FlANGE 10 
. ...alUM CHAMBER 
SCREW ADJUST 
FOA CD.JIUNG 
FOA lUNING 
L SCREW ADJUST 
FOR COUPL.ING 
Fig. 2. Cavity construction for low temperature measurement 
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of microwave circuit 
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Fig. 4. Scheutic diagram of temperature control 
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The sample was mounted on one side of the cavity walla with silver 
paint as shown in Fig. 1 and was further pressed against the frame with 
another brass plate. 
3. Microwave measurement 
The microwave system is shown in Fig. 3. 1 A Strand Labs. 1 Inc. 
X-band microwave generator with an average power output of about 20 
milliwatt& was used. This oscillator consisted of a klystron, a 
ferrite isolator, a stabilization discriminator, and a reference cavity. 
The ferrite isolator isolated the klystron from the outside circuit so 
that the klystron could operate without being affected by Changes in the 
ilq)edance of the microwave load. The frequency was stabili&ed to the 
tunable reference cavity. 
The measuring system was the same as that describ'ed ·by Nishina (14) 
except for a modification in the method of modulatioo.. The ad.crowave 
signal was modulated by a 1000 cycles per second square-wave signal. 
The modulation . was performed by a section of a semiconductor 
2 
switCh/modulator/attenuator. This modulator was made in tbe fo~ of a 
section of wave-guide inserted in the microwave circuit before the 10 db 
couplero The modulating action depended upon the increase in energy 
absorption resultina from the increase in conductivity caused by the 
1 Strand Labs., Inc., 294 Center St., Newton 581 Mass. 
2 Somerset Radiati011 Lab., Inc. 1 192 Central Ave. 1 Stirling, N. J. 
22 
injection of exceu minority carriers. By modulating the conductivity 
of the semiconductor crystal one can obtain a change in the microwave 
energy transmitted through the system. This mathod of modulation had 
two advantages l 
(l) The signal was nearly free from phase or frequency modulation. 
(2) The modulation did not affect the r. f. oscillator, so 
fluctuation of the r. f. was kept to a ~nimum. 
The microwave power detected by the diodes was then amplified and 
1 
measured by a wave analyzer. 
The procedure for the microwave measurements was the following. At 
first, the sample-loaded cavity was adjusted to be degenerate. The non-
ideal coupling between the m101 and the m011 mode was reduced to a 
miniDum by adjustment of the screws at the corners of the cavity. The 
residual part of the non-ideal power out of the cavity was then canceled 
out at the Magic T detector by adjustment of the E-H tuner and the 
attenuator in the bridge circuit between the 10 db directional coupler 
and the magic T. This adjustment .allowed the coherent wave out of the 
10 db directional coupler to have the proper magnitude and phase as it 
reached the magic T. After the cancellation of the non-ideal power, a 
static magnetic field was applied. 
The reading of the P. R. D. attenuator was set to zero at the 
beginning of the measuremento As the static magnetic field was appliede 
the output detector detected a signal which was related to the microwave 
~lett Packard, Palo Alto, Califo 
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Hall power P shown in equation 2.23. Thia signal was read on the 
z 
wave analyzer in an arbitrary scale. The signal corresponding to 
the input power was then measured from the detector at the 20 db 
directional coupler by turning the P. R. D. attenuator to such a 
value (sayo( 1 ) that the wave analyzer gave the same reading as that 
for the output signal. In order to get the actual output and input 
power ratio, the output of the magic T detector must be calibrated 
with respect to the output of the detector at the 20 db coupler. 
This calibration wu performed by removal of the cavity and by connecting 
a piece of waveguide in half-circled shape directly between the E-arm 
of the magic T and the main guide of the 20 db coupler. The attenuation 
of the P. R~ D. (sayo( 2) with the same reading at the two detectora 
was xacorded. The power ratio was t~ given by the xalation 
p2 
10 Loa p- • tJ.. 1 + ,.t. 2 • 
1 
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IV. EXPERIMENT RESULTS 
A. Field Dependence Measurement 
In order that the Hall measurement can be operated in the linear 
field region so the low field approximation of equation 2.23 can be 
and the system can still give a detectable signa1, 
of tha Hall p..,er ~ -:;_> of both n-type md p-typo 
germanium single crystals was mauured at room temperature and at 
applied properly 
field dependence 
liquid nitrogen temperature. 
Fig. 5 shows that for n-type sample the Hall power started to 
the 
aaturate at about 3.5 kG at liquid nitrogen temperature and at 7.5 kG 
at room temperature. Fig. 6 shows that for a p-type sample the Hall 
power atarted to aaturate at about 3.5 kG at the aama temperaturea. 
The curves for the p-type sample deviate more from a straight line 
than those for the n-type. This phenomenon is probably due to light 
holea in a p-type crystal as explained by Willardson ,.!S .!!,. (3). These 
data were used to Choose the magnetic field strength in the study of 
the temperature dependence of the ~all mobility for these same crystals. 
The static magnetic field was chosen as 0.2107 Wb/m2 for both types of 
germanium crystala. Thia magnetic field intensity was considered to be 
satisfactory throughout the whole range of temperature under studye The 
uae of equation 2.23 aa a justifiable approximation in thia investigation 
waa thua aaaured. 
Fig. 5. 
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B. Temperature Dependence Measurement 
1. N-tzye germanium 
The temperature dependence of the microwave Hall mobility of a 
n-type germanium single crystal (GN2) was calculated accordin& to 
equation 2.24 w1th 1120 • 0 and as suggested by Nishina ~ .!!• (13). 
First an of.. (211(. • the reciprocal of the cavity Q given by the lol8el 
-4 in the sample) value of 0.534 x 10 was chosen in such a way as to 
give the best agreement between the d.c. and microwave mobility 
values at room temperature. This value of rA. corresponded to an 
effective sample size{l • 0.423 L • (0.423) (9.Smm) • 4.02DIIl). The 
temperature, dependence of (I( was assumed to be inversely proportional 
to the square root of the conductivity of the same sample. The 
characteristic admittance of the waveguide Y. and the conductance G 
which represented .the loss in the cavity wall were assumed to be the 
same as those used by Nishina, since the construction of the apparatus 
used was identical with the one used by him. Nishina assumed G was 
proportional to ff. where fs was the resiltivity of the silver wall of 
the cavity. 
The compariaon between the microwave and the d.co Hall mobility Rt-
va. temperature is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that a diacrepancy 
of about 9% occurs at 79.2~. 
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Fig. 7. Hall mobility of n-type germanium vs. temperature 
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2. P-type gernanlum 
Pia. 8 llluatratea the temperature dependence of the Ball moblllttea 
of p-type pnaantua. The microwave Hall moblllty v~ calculated froa 
equatloa 2.22 vlth tbe aau.ptloa• that wc1 md IJ~ wn 1auch te .. thm 
UDlty ad the higher orda¥' tel'lll8 B"t ad Bu2 van neallgtble. The value 
at 1'0011 te~~peratun ben v• c:aleulated the •- vay • that •ntloaed 
...... thll value of ol.. c:ornapcxuled to - effectiw aemple .,. r. 
0.687 t• (0.687) (9. 7ra) • 6.66S!lllle The relatlonablp between the ta~apera­
tun dapendanc:e of a m4 the c:onductlvlty of aaple, and val•• of Y. •• 
C wen allo the •- .. thoaa atatad in the lut paraaraph. 
Tbe Yariatioa lu a.apla alae correction factor (0.42, for a-type, 
0.687 for p-type) for thea• two a.aplea naulted from the dlffennca lu 
phyalcal contact with the C&Ylt)' vall vben tba 14111Pl• wu 1DOUDtacl with 
allwr paint. Tbenfon, a c:orrectloa factor for eac:h IIIIIIPl• 11111t 1te 
datanlnacl lndapenclently. 
In the preaaat bawatlgatlon the aa.pla thlc:knaaa .tght caaae •-
daviatlOD betnen the cl.a. md the ldcrowave IIIOblUtlaa. 'lbe aida depth 
of the u-type aenaaalm~ ... te vaa approxtaately eqoal to the a411ple 
thlckne•• at room temperature (akin depth ... o.as .. and aa.ple thlekn••• 
vu 11111). 'lbla finite aampla tblekae .. vtll thea latroduce a nflactlon 
la the electza.aanetlc v..- fr~ the braa1 plate on the outalde aurface 
of the •IIIPle• Tbe naultlna field ln the a4111ple vtll uaually be aaaller 
th• the field cornapOildlna to no nflectf.oa. Tbl1 recluctlon in field 
ln the a411ple cornapaula to a n•ctloa In ... ray loa• acl lao< u wll. 
28b 
Slllce ve aet the d,c, and the microwave mobUittea equal at roo111 tetapere-
tura, the (( value calculated vu larser than the actual value. Tho aver-
eetbaated c<. value vt11 11l tum result in an over-eatlmated affoctlw aample 
.S.M 11 t• accordlna to equatloo 2.29. At tetnperature• "bcwa llctuld 
n1tro~a, tbe akin depth deereued becauae of the lnereaalng conductlvlty 
• of the a8111ple (the akin dopth vaa 0,301 at 80 IC?, In thla caae, the aample 
thiekneaa 1181 be cooaldered u nearly f.nflnlto o\rina to the fact that the 
lntenattJ of the field deereaaaa exponentially with penetration iato the 
aaple, Therefore, the larpr effective aapla aha at lov temperature• 
reaulta ln larger ti.. and a smaller lllicrCNave mobllity cornperecl to the Yaluea 
of thaae quemtltlea at room temperature•• 
The akin depth of p-type gennanium v.u 0,60111111 at room temperature .. d 
the aample tblckne .. vu 1,4mm. Henc:e 11 the ratio of akin depth to eample 
thickneaa waa amallar than thta ratio for the n-type •ample. If the finite 
sample tbickneaa for p-type germanium had any appreciable effect on the 
deviation between the d,c. ·ad the aicr011ave mobilltiea, the magnitude of 
tbia effect muet have been IIUch 111taller than the 11agnltuda of the effect ln 
the o-type aample, H011ever, u Fig, 7 and Pta. 8 ahov, the difference 
between the d,c. md the 11licrowave 1110bll1tioa for p-tJl)e get'lllallium vaa much 
larger thlll thla dlfferanc:e for the n•type aample, Thorafore, the effect 
of flnlte aaple thlckneaa alone lllsht explain the •mall diac:rerancr between 
the 4.c. •d the wtcrowaw .-bilitlaa of the a-type sample at low te1Z!pera-
tun•, but it casmot explal1l the larae dlacnpooc:y between the ct. c. eel 
alcrowne MblUtlea of the p-Cype aaple ec low c.t~peratur••• 
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V • DIS<l1SSION 
A. N-type Germanium 
According to Nishina .!.S, Jl!• (13) • the microwave Hall mobility fits 
fairly well with the d.c. values over the whole temperature range 
studied if the .._ used was chosen in such a way as to give the bes't 
agreement between d. c. and microwave mobility at room temperature. 
However. the present results indicated that a small diacrepancy occurred 
between d.c. and microwave Hall mobilities at low temperatures even if 
the method of selecting ~ at room temperature as suggested by Nishina 
and Danielson (13) was followed. This disagreement may be explained as 
follows. The experimental carrier mobility of n-type germanium varies 
approximately aa T-1•66 in the temperature range 100 to 300°K (2). but 
the theoretical carrier mobility varies as T-1•5 in the temperature 
range where the scattering by acoustic modes predominates (equivalent 
-1/2 to E dependence of the relaxation time). It seems that acoustic-
mode lattice scattering may be the dominant mechanism of scattering for 
n-type germanium in the temperature range 100 to 300°K. Then "("' E -l/2 
and. as shown in equation 2.22. if wt has the order of unity. a high 
frequency effect for the mobility can exist. Watanabe (15) also reported 
that the microwave Hall mobilities of n-type germanium were lower than 
E - 1/2 
the d. c. values at low temperatures. He assumed that '"C • "t • <rt> • 
where 't • wa1 obtained from the d. c. Hall mob:Lli ty • and that the effect 
of ellipsoidal anergy surfaces of the conduction band could be. taken into 
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account by replacing 
0 i n 2 1 L~ by (3) (- + -) and . (03) mi m.L m11 
<--2-- + -t> respectively in equation 2.22. where m.L and m11 
m.L 
were 
transverse and longitudinal masses respectively. Watanabe then found 
that the theoretical microwave Hall mobility fitted the experimental 
results quite well. In the case of Nishina !!..!!•, the deviation 
between the theoretical microwave Hall mobility and the correaponding 
d.c. values was uuch smaller than Watanabe's deviation. becauae the 
samples contained more impurities and WL<(l. The maximum deviation 
was less than 1% of the measured value at liquid nitrogen temperature. 
Our samples were purer than Niahina' s samples and the deviation (firat 
observed by Watanabe) is clearly evident in Fig. 7. The theoretical 
high frequency Hall mobility of the aample used in the preaent investi-
gation is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 7. The experimental resulta 
are shown to be alightly lower than the theoretical values. The 
maxiuum deviation between the theoretical. and experimental valuea is 
about 4.5% at liquid nitrogen temperature. We could obtain further 
quantitative correlation between the theoretical and experimental data 
by atudying additional scattering mechanisms. 
B. P-type Germanium 
The discrepancy between the Hall mobilities of p-type germanium 
measured at d. c. and microwave frequency (Fig. 8) was different from 
the reaults obtained by Niahina (14). Nishina obtained no agreement 
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between d. c. and microwave mobilities for p-type germanium. If 
Nishina had matched the d, c. and microwave mobilities at room 
temperature, he would have found the ~crowave mobility hiaher (not 
lower) than the d,c. mobility at 80°K, 
The present investigation shows that the microwave and the d. c. 
Hall mobilities agree only at high temperatures. The same results 
were reported by Hambleton and Gartner (10) and by Watanabe (15) for 
p-type germanium. Hambleton and Gartner reported that at low 
temperatures the Hall mobilities at microwave frequency were lower 
than the d, c. values and showed saturation at temperatures below 
100°K in p-type germanium. They attributed this discrepancy to a 
collision frequency comparable to the microwave frequency used. In 
other words, they believed that this discrepancy resulted from 
the high frequency limitation of the charged carrier response in the 
microwave field due to the inertia of the carriers. However, as 
pointed out by Watanabe (15) the formula used by Hmmleton .!S .!!.would 
not hold owing to the high magnetic field that they applied (i.e., uB 
has the order of unity). Consequently, the saturation phenomenon 
mentioned above appeared. 
As shown by equation 2,22,the mobility should be independent of 
frequency if the relaxation time is constant. Therefore, if any 
frequency dependence of the Hall mobility exists, the relaxation time 
11111t be a function of energy. 
ll 
Watanabe'• r.aulta alao indicate that the microwave Ball mobility of 
p-type germanium vu lower than the correspond1ni d.c. value at tamper.-
turea below 2oo•K. But he did not obtain any aatur~tlon phenomena aa 
Hambletosa ad Carmer dld. 'l'bla may be a good indication that he carried 
out the experl•nt f.n the proper lw fleld region .. used isa the preaent 
lnveattgatton. Tbe aaae inveattgator ~ada a theoretical calculation for 
the ad.croweve Ball IIOblllty uatna the 4.c. Hell JDObilltiea ea bub and 
-1/2 
ea1U1d.saa the E- clepesadenca of t~a nlaxatlon time (l.e., be cooelderecl 
tbe. acouatlul 110de ecattertna only) • The mault, bwever, failed to 
ext'lain the cllecrepmcy. The fallun la expectod due to the fact that 
hla a11umptiml of the acouatical mode acatteriftS alono la saot adeq\l&ta to 
account for the actual acatterlns •chanb• occurrlna lsa p-typa prmard.ua. 
But hh COilclualon that the eneTQ dependence of the l'WllaxatlCIG tl• aboulcl 
-112 M ataeper thMl e for p-type l8l'IIS21UII ia a J:eaiOOabla tulde for 
further la.-atigatlou. 
r.,r .- l~~purlty aemcanductor, the lat~tce aeattertnc generally 
-1 dec:rauea vlth dacreeaina temperature because of the T dopendenca of 
the •• fne path (22) and the 1111!'url ty lOll ecatterin& tncreuea aa 
teiiPerature decreaaea (23). Aa po1oted out by Becker (24) and Wtll.r4aoa 
and Baer (25) l!llpurity acatterlnc should haw a very atrona effect, 
particularly Clll the Upc-uaa bmd, nduclns ltt IIObllity ewa at 
lov loalu4 1apudty c:oacaotratiooa. 'l'harefon. for p-type 
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germanium at low temperatures, it may be necessary not only to treat 
the energy dependence of the relaxation time by a mixture of acoustical 
mode and ionized impurity scattering, but it may also be necessary to 
treat the impurity scattering on the light- and heavy-mass band in 
different weight. It is interesting to note that Hambleton and 
~artner (10) found that there was no discrepancy between the microwave 
and the d.c. Hall mobilities of p-type silicon single crystal above 
liquid nitrogen temperatures. This difference in the effect of high 
frequencies on the Hall mobilities of germanium and silicon further 
suggests that the effect of impurity scattering on light- and heavy-mass 
band should be considered differently in germanium. Since p-type 
germanium has a higher mobility ratio of light hole to heavy hole 
Cut I~ • 8) than silicon (utI~ • 3), it should be expected that 
the contribution of the light-mass band of germanium to the discrepancy 
between the d.c. and the microwave Hall mobility would be greater than 
that for silicon. It may also be worthwhile to remeasure the Hall 
mobilities in p-type silicon single crystals because the formula used 
by Hambleton,!.£ .!!·(10) might be too simple to account for the difference 
between the d.c. and the microwave Hall mobilities in this crystal. 
According to previous discussion. the difference in the Hall mobilities 
by d.c. and microwave frequency measurements in p-type silicon is 
expected to be smaller than that of p-type germanium. By comparing the 
degree of diacrepancy between the d.c. and the microwave Hall mobilities 
in germanium and silicon,one may separate the effect of the relative 
weight of the impurity scattering on light and heavy holes in germanium. 
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c. Future Work 
As shown by the results of some independent investigators, it is 
now believed that the microwave Hall mobility of p-type germanium is 
lower than the corresponding d.c. value at temperatures below 2oo•K. 
The next step will be to study both qualitatively and quantitatively 
the reason for this discrepancy. This detailed investigation probably 
would help to understand the effect of different scattering mechanisms 
on the relaxation time and, possibly, to contribute some explanation 
-2.3 to the T dependence of the mbility of p-type germanium as shown 
by other investigators. 
In order to follow this line • the immediate experimental work is 
to measure the Hall mbilities of p-type germanium samples at different 
impurity concentrations and at lower temperatures. Therefore, 
scattering predominantly from the lattice vibrations to scattering 
predominantly from ionized impurities can be studied. 
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Table 1. d. c. electrical measurement of n-type germanium 
Hall 
coefficient Conductivity 
3 Rh Hall (m /coulomb) (mho/rn) mobility 
Temperature 
( X 10-3) ( X 103) 2 (oK) (rn /V sec) 
76.8 11.20 0.2696 3.014 
80.7 11.15 0.2554 2. 848 
86.7 11.11 0.2364 2.624 
91.2 11.09 0.2223 2.465 
96.7 11.07 0.2086 2.309 
100,0 11.06 0,1993 2.204 
103.7 11.05 0.1907 2.107 
106.7 11.05 0.1836 2.029 
111.0 11.04 0.1738 1.919 
114.3 11.04 0.1681 1.856 
166.3 11.10 . 09571 1.062 
171.0 . 11.24 .08919 1.003 
179.4 11.20 . 08234 0.9222 
187.4 11.17 .07672 o. 85 70 
197.0 11.14 . 07095 o. 7904 
211.3 11.02 .06291 0.6933 
246.3 10.72 .04855 0.5205 
249.8 10.65 .04597 0.4896 
262.0 10.55 .04374 0.4615 
300.0 9.935 .03515 0.3492 
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Table 2. d. c. electrical measurement of p-type germanium 
Hall 
coe f fi cien t Conductivity 
3 ~ Hall (m /coulomb) (mho/m) mobility 
Temperature 
( X 10-3) ( X 103) 2 (oK) (m /V sec) 
75.9 1.118 o. 9129 1.020 
79.7 1.103 o. 8985 0.992 
84.3 1.087 0.8774 0.953 
91.4 1.070 0.8398 0.898 
102.6 1.059 o. 7630 0.807 
111.9 1.056 0.7055 0.745 
113.5 1.053 0.6949 0.733 
117.4 1.055 0.6713 0.709 
122.5 1.056 0.6395 0.675 
129.7 1.059 0.5986 0.634 
143.0 1.070 0.52 76 0.565 
153.0 1.080 0.4763 0.515 
155.3 1.095 0.4638 0.5075 
162.3 1.103 0.4310 0.476 
16 7.5 1.108 0.4094 0.453 
169.8 1.108 0.4000 0.443 
172.3 1.114 o. 3897 0,435 
174.0 1.120 0.3839 0.430 
179.5 1.197 0.3655 0.437 
201.0 1.195 0.3043 0.364 
217.8 1.218 0.2653 0.323 
227.8 1.216 0.2454 0.298 
242.3 1.182 0.2159 0.255 
258.0 1.197 0.1912 0.229 
270.7 1.206 0.1745 0.210 
280.0 1.208 0.1636 0.198 
291.8 1.208 0.1509 0.182 
299.0 1.221 0.1429 0.174 
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Table 3. Na8Iletic field dependence of rs 
germanium (Gl2) jp;: 
Ma8Iletic 
field 
B (Wb/rn2) 
1 11 + Rj for n-type 
5 1 jP1 !l+RJ 
. ( X 10-3) 
Temperature 300°K Temperature 82°K 
0.1067 
0.1628 
0.2107 
0,2694 
0.3199 
0.4218 
0.5154 
0.6123 
0.7343 
o. 7945 
0.8695 
1.283 
2.006 
2.693 
3.390 
4.057 
5.414 
6.695 
7.837 
9.349 
9.983 
10.723 
6.65 
10.36 
14.05 
17.88 
20.75 
26.85 
31.77 
36.52 
42.22 
46.13 
50.23 
Table 4. 
..42 
Magnetic field dependence of 
germanium (GPl) 
~ jFl 
1 Magnetic 
field 
fP2 JP7 11 + Rj 
B (Wb/m2) -3 ( X 10 ) . 
1 
j1 + Rl 
Temperature 300°K 
0.1628 
0.2107 
0.2694 
0.3199 
0.4218 
0.5154 
0.6123 
0.7343 
0.7945 
0.8695 
1.228 
1.670 
2.091 
2.580 
3.220 
3.907 
4.686 
5.420 
5.830 
6.315 
for p-type 
IF; 1 
l~ jl + Rj 
-3 
.. ( X 10 ) . 
Temperature ~2.° K 
2.098 
2.660 
3.395 
3.942 
5.140 
6.280 
7.351 
8.680 
9.274 
10.053 
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Table 5. Microwave Hall mobility of n-type germanium (GN2) at low 
temperatures 
G 2o( + G + Yo ~ 1 2 Hall Temperature ( X 10-4) (oK) 2o<. ~ 11 + Rj Be mobility: u 
2 
m /V sec 
80.3 2.30 11.573 22.03 2.55 
110.4 2. 74 10.734 16.49 1. 77 
113.7 2. 79 10.632 16.55 1.76 
131.5 3.03 10.060 14.31 1.44 
156.0 3.32 9.310 12.35 1.15 
158.8 3. 35 9.248 12.00 1.11 
168.5 3.47 9.080 11.65 1.06 
180.8 3.61 8.858 10.61 0.94 
182.9 3.63 8.842 10.52 0.93 
197.0 3.79 8.609 9.07 0.78 
213.2 3.96 8.364 8.13 0.68 
231.2 4.14 8.069 7.34 0.60 
257.3 4.39 7.681 6.11 0.45 
271.5 4.53 7.531 5.56 0.42 
299.2 4.80 7.248 4.90 0.36 
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Table 6. Microwave Hall mobility of p-type germanium (GP 1) at low 
temperature 
Temperature G ~ -4 2o{+G+Y 11 ~ 2 Hall (oK) ( X 10-4) ( X 10 ) 2o< 
---;:- jl + Rj mobility: u 
( X 10.2) (m2 /sec) 
78.5 2.28 0,0909 23.83 2.208 0.526 
78,0 2.27 0.0908 23.80 2,234 0.532 
106,5 2,68 0,1001 23.73 2,030 0.482 
118.2 2.83 0,1055 23.27 1,922 0,447 
128.4 2.97 o.noo 23,00 1.854 0,426 
154.0 3,30 0,1257 21,56 1. 810 0,390 
160,3 3.37 0,1297 21.20 1.674 0,355 
178.0 3.57 0,1416 20,20 1,624 0.328 
183,2 3.64 o. 1449 20.01 1,544 0.309 
194.0 3. 76 0,1522 19.49 1,525 0,297 
205.5 3,88 0,1597 19.00 1.452 0.276 
237.8 4.22 0,1820 17.73 1.371 0.243 
255.0 4,39 0.1948 17.06 1,213 0.207 
276.6 4.58 0.2113 16,263 1.212 0.197 
300.0 4.8 0.2275 15.659 1,111 0.174 
